The European University of Technology

The Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, a member in the project selected by the European Commission

The Consortium “European University of Technology - EUt+”, in which TUCN is a member, was chosen the winner of one of the 24 consortia selected by the European Commission, after the second competition of pilot projects concerning the creation of European Universities. This successful initiative of the eight universities, members in the consortium, establishes a new collaboration model which will revolutionise the quality and competitiveness of the European technical higher education.

A first reference point in the establishment of EUt+ was on the 4th of February 2020, at the TUCN. The “Memorandum of Understanding” was signed by the rectors and official representatives of the universities in the consortium. This document laid the foundation of the future European university.
The eight members of the EUt+ university consortium are:

* Hochschule Darmstadt, University of Applied Sciences (Germania)
* Рігас Техніскі університеті (Летонія)
* Technological University Dublin (Irlanda)
* Технический университет София, Technical University of Sofia (Bulgaria)
* Τεχνολογικό Πανεπιστήμιο Κύπρου, Cyprus University of Technology (Cipru)
* Universität Politécnica de Cartagena (Spania)
* The Technical University of Cluj-Napoca (Romania)
* Université de Technologie de Troyes (Franţa).

The EUt+ consortium is built around a shared vision, having as central pillar the motto «Think human first.»
Each of the partners in the Eut+ consortium involves its students in developing the concept of the European University of Technology. As a result of the two official meetings of the consortium, in Darmstadt and Cluj-Napoca, the ideas and debates materialised in an official commune declaration of the EUt+ students’ representatives. The declaration regarded their implication and role in developing the European University of Technology.

Having the acceptance for the financing of this project, EUt+ goes into a next phase in the development of the transnational university alliance, which will bring its contribution in the future configuration of the European higher education.

More details on the project website https://www.univ-tech.eu/.
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